We have investigated the optical properties of the silicate dust grains in the envelopes around oxygen-rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, paying close attention to the infrared observations of the stars and the laboratory-measured optical data of the candidate dust grain materials. We have compared the radiative transfer model results with the observed spectral energy distributions of the stars including the IRAS PSC and IRAS LRS data. We ®nd that the opacity function at l > 13 mm for the OH/IR stars with thick dust shells is different from the opacity for the stars with thin dust shells. This may be the effect of some changes of optical constants of the dust grains depending on the temperature. From the opacity functions, we derive two sets of optical constants for the warm and cool silicate dust grains. The optical constants satisfy the Kramers±Kronig relation and produce opacity functions that ®t the observations of AGB stars better than previous works. From the opacity functions, we have calculated the Planck mean values of the optical ef®ciency factors.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Infrared observations of asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars have revealed the dust envelopes around them. Oxygen rich AGB stars (M-type Miras and OH/IR stars) typically show 10-and 18-mm features in emission or absorption. They suggest the presence of silicate dust grains in the outer envelopes around them. The OH/IR stars are generally considered to be the ®nal phase of an oxygen-rich AGB star before leaving the red giant branch and rapidly evolving into a planetary nebula (e.g. Herman & Habing 1985) . M-type Miras are considered to be the relatively earlier phase of an oxygenrich AGB star or the phase of a smaller-mass oxygen-rich AGB star. The oxygen-rich AGB stars with thin dust envelopes show 10-and 18-mm emission features, and the stars with thicker dust envelopes show absorbing features at the same wavelengths. The 10-mm feature is interpreted as stretching vibrations of the Si±O bond (Woolf & Ney 1969) while the 18-mm feature is interpreted as bending vibration of the bond angle in an O±Si±O group (Treffers & Cohen 1974) . The chemical composition and structure of the condensate are not well known because the two features refer to a special active group that is present in many different materials.
The main site of dust formation is believed to be the cool envelopes around AGB stars. The envelopes are chemically fresh because of the strong binding force of CO molecules, and silicate dust grains easily form in the oxygen-rich dense envelopes. Then the dust grains may go through some physical and chemical changes after they are blown away from the AGB stars. Therefore, the opacity functions of the silicate dust grains in AGB stars are probably different from those obtained from interstellar dust grains and laboratory measurements of terrestrial or meteoritic materials. The determination of the optical properties of silicate dust grains in the envelopes around AGB stars should be primarily based on observations of the stars as well as the appropriate physical constraints.
A number of authors have investigated the optical properties of the silicate dust grains with various methods and degrees of sophistication. Some authors (Jones & Merrill 1976; Bedijn 1987; Volk & Kwok 1988; Grif®n 1993; Suh & Jones 1997) empirically obtained the opacity functions that ®tted the observations of AGB stars fairly well without verifying whether the dielectric function so obtained was consistent with the Kramers±Kronig dispersion relation. Other authors (Draine & Lee 1984; Ossenkopf, Henning & Mathis 1992) obtained the opacity functions consistent with physical constraints without verifying that the radiative transfer model ®tted with the observations of AGB stars is satisfactory. David & Pe Âgourie Â (1995) have obtained an opacity function that is consistent with both the physical constraints and the observational constraints based on the work of David & Papoular (1990) . Their sample of AGB stars was limited to IRAS LRS (Low Resolution Spectrograph) class 2n objects with the 10-mm silicate emission features. So the ®tting with different samples with thicker dust shells is not good with the standard density structure of the envelope (David & Papoular 1992; Lorenz-Martins & de Ara Âujo 1997) . Therefore, the opacity needs to be improved for better ®tting with the observations of AGB stars especially for the OH/IR stars with the 10-mm silicate absorption features.
In this paper, we investigate the optical properties of the silicate dust grains in the envelopes around AGB stars, paying close attention to the observations of the stars as well as the appropriate physical constraints. We have compared the radiative transfer model results with the observed spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of the stars including the IRAS PSC (Point Source Catalog) and IRAS LRS data. We present two sets of optical constants for the warm and cool silicate dust grains in the envelopes around AGB stars. The optical constants satisfy the Kramers±Kronig relation and produce opacity functions that ®t the observations of AGB stars better than previous works.
D U S T O PAC I T Y
For given characteristics of the dust material (optical constants, size and shape) the absorption and scattering ef®ciency factors can be calculated at any given wavelength (e.g. Bohren & Huffman 1983) .
After many trials, we have found opacity functions that ®t observations better, but do not stray too far from the known characteristics of silicate materials. Using the deduced opacity, we may derive the complex dielectric function «l « 1 i« 2 when we consider further physical constraints: a dispersion model given by the Clausius±Mosotti law for dielectrics or Kramers±Kronig relations (Bohren & Huffman 1983) . The complex dielectric function may be expressed by the complex index of refraction, ml n ik, where « m 2 .
Opacity functions
We present two opacity functions for the warm and cool silicate dust grains deduced from model ®tting with AGB stars. We will explain the radiative transfer models that are compared with the observations of AGB stars in the next sections. Fig. 1 shows the opacity functions for this paper and other functions, which are obtained from the optical constants listed in Draine & Lee (1984) , Ossenkopf et al. (1992) and David & Pe Âgourie Â (1995 from the model ®tting with the OH/IR stars with the 10-mm emission features. The opacity function for the cool dust is deduced from the model ®tting with the OH/IR stars with the 10-mm absorption features. The two opacity functions are essentially the same at l < 8 mm. But for the cool dust, the peak values at 10-and 18-mm features and the overall values at l > 13 mm are larger. Table 1 lists characteristic parameters of the opacity functions used by many investigators. We choose 10 mm for the peak wavelength of the 10-mm feature. For this paper, the radii of spherical dust grains have been assumed to be 0.1 mm uniformly. In the limit of very small grains when the size parameter of the grain x 2pa=l p 1, we may apply the Rayleigh±Jeans approximation to obtain
where Q abs is the absorption ef®ciency factor and Q ext is the extinction ef®ciency factor. The spectral pro®le of the absorption and extinction ef®ciencies at l > 1 mm is independent of the grain size if the grain size is smaller than 0.5 mm. Therefore, for this paper we do not pay much attention to the grain size.
As noted by many authors (e.g. Bedijn 1987; Volk & Kwok 1988; Suh 1991 ) the wavelength-dependent opacity that ®ts the observations best is different for OH/IR stars with optically thin dust shells compared with more dusty stars. The deduced opacity function for optically thick OH/IR dust shells shows higher extinctions at l > 13 mm than the opacity function for optically thin OH/IR dust shells. This may be due to some changes in the optical constants as a function of the temperature of the dust grains. Day (1976a,b) found that extinction ef®ciency is dependent on the temperature; Table 2 summarizes the results. Namely, when cooled down below about 200 K, the extinction ef®ciency at l > 13 mm increases while the extinction at l < 10 mm remains essentially unchanged. This may be the result of some changes of the optical constants depending on the temperature of the dust grains. Jones & Merrill (1976) argued that a large optical depth at 10 mm in dust cooler than about 250 K (or 125 K) is ordinarily required to produce the 10-mm (or 18-mm) feature signi®cantly in absorption. Pe Âgourie Â & Papoular (1985) found the need to use different opacity functions depending on the location of the contributing dust grains to the emergent spectra. They argued that the difference could be caused by different grain materials or grain sizes for the emitting and absorbing features. However, the suggestion of different grain sizes does not appear to be plausible, because ®tting the observed range in the Q abs 20 mm=Q abs 10 mm ratio would require unrealistic grain radii.
Deriving the optical constants
Derivation of two functions of complex dielectric constants, « 1 l and « 2 l, from the deduced function Q ext l requires additional information. The supplementary physical constraint that the dielectric constants should satisfy is the Kramers±Kronig relation (Bohren & Huffman 1983) . Practically, we have used the following procedure, analogous to that used in Draine & Lee (1984) , to obtain the complex dielectric functions: (i) « 2 l was chosen over the whole electromagnetic spectrum to agree with the existing laboratory data.
(ii) « 1 l was obtained using the Kramers±Kronig relation
where P indicates that the Cauchy principal value is to be taken. The integral is computed numerically.
(iii) From the complex dielectric function we calculate Q ext l for a spherical dust grain with a radius of 0.1 mm using Mie theory. Q ext l was compared with the deduced opacity for AGB stars.
(iv) Where disagreements were found, the choice of « 2 l was modi®ed, and steps (ii)±(iv) were repeated.
From the satisfactory sets of complex dielectric constants, we ®nd the optical constants, ml n ik. The optical constants of the silicate dust grains in AGB stars are probably different from that obtained from laboratory measurements of terrestrial or meteoritic material. It is also clear that interstellar silicate grains might be strongly modi®ed by chemical and physical processing after their expulsion from AGB stars (e.g. Ossenkopf et al. 1992 ).
Optical constants as compared with experimental results
In Fig. 2 , we compare the optical constants derived for this paper, the laboratory-measured optical data (Dorschner et al. 1995) , and other theoretical results (Draine & Lee 1984; Ossenkopf et al. 1992; David & Pe Âgourie Â 1995) . The two sets of optical constants derived for this paper satisfy the Kramers±Kronig relation and produce opacity functions that ®t the observations of AGB stars better than previous works as we will discuss later. Dorschner et al. (1995) measured the optical constants for various silicate materials for the chemical compositions of Mg x Fe 1Àx SiO 3 (x 0:4 to 1) and Mg 2y Fe 2À2y SiO 4 (y 0:4 to 0.5). The optical constants are sensitively dependent on the iron content (x; y).
We ®nd that our results resemble the experimental results for typical olivine silicate (Mg 2y Fe 2À2y SiO 4 ; y 0:4) obtained at room temperature by Dorschner et al. (1995) . The laboratory-measured optical data with largest content of Fe (x y 0:4) ®t our values best. The average values of the optical constant for the warm and cool dust approach the measured values at l > 13 mm. If the measurements were made for the same materials at cooler temperatures, the results could be more interesting.
q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 389±405 a The absorption ef®ciency factor of the 10-mm feature at peak position, which is calculated from the optical constants listed in the reference for a spherical dust grain with a radius of 0.1 mm. 
Planck mean values of the ef®ciency factors
The Planck mean value of the ef®ciency factor Ql is given by
which is a function of temperature. The Planck mean values of the absorption ef®ciency factors (Q abs ) are useful for estimating dust temperature. Also, the Planck mean values of the radiation pressure ef®ciency factors (Q pr ) are useful for estimating the dynamical effects of dust grains, which is important in studying stellar winds and mass loss from AGB stars (e.g. Kozasa, Hasegawa & Seki 1984) .
The outward radiation force per unit mass on a spherical dust shell is
where L is the luminosity of the central star, c is the speed of light and r is the distance from the stellar centre. The radiation pressure opacity k pr (cm À1 ) is given by
where N g is the space dust grain number density, and hQ pr i is the Planck mean value of the radiation pressure ef®ciency factor (Q pr ), which is given by
Here Q sca is the scattering ef®ciency factor and v is the angle between the incident wave and the scattered wave.
In Fig. 3 , we compare the Planck mean values of ef®ciency factors for a spherical dust grain with a size of 0.1 mm. The mean values are calculated from the optical constants listed in this paper, Draine & Lee (1984) , Ossenkopf et al. (1992) and David & Pe Âgourie Â (1995) . We ®nd that the temperature-dependent Planck mean values are different depending on the shape of opacity functions in corresponding wavelength regions (see Fig. 1 ).
For this paper, we have used Leung's radiative transfer code (Egan, Leung & Spagna 1988 ) for a spherically symmetric dust shell. In the present calculations, a radial grid of 161 points and a frequency grid of 98 wavelengths were used. A ®xed model parameter for the dust envelope is the wavelength dependence of the dust opacity, which is described in the previous section.
Stellar parameters
For the central star, the luminosity (L Ã ) is taken to be 1´10 4 L ( . A change in the luminosity does not affect the shape of the output spectra, it only affects the overall energy output. A signi®cant change in the blackbody temperature of the central star does affect the output spectra, especially for the models with optically thin dust shells. This is because in optically thin dust shells the underlying energy distribution of the star strongly in¯uences the emergent near-infrared continuum. We have used the stellar blackbody temperature (T Ã ) of 2500 K for all the models with t 10 # 3 and the stellar temperature of 2000 K for all the models with t 10 > 3 (t 10 is the dust optical depth at 10 mm).
Dust shell parameters
We assume that the dust condensation temperature (T c ) is 1000 K 394 K.-W. Suh q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 389±405 rather than 1500 K. The experiments suggest that T c is about 700 K (Day 1979 ) and studies of dust-forming novae indicate that T c is likely to be 1000 K (Gehrz et al. 1992) . In this paper, we calculate numerically to ®nd the dust condensation radius (R c ) at which the dust temperature becomes 1000 K. The radius R c increases as the total optical depth of the dust shell increases (R c 2:6´10 14 cm for t 10 0:01, and R c 4:2´10 14 cm for t 10 50). If the dust condensation temperature is the same for the same dust grain material and dust formation proceeds instantaneously (compared with other time-scales), ®xing T c would be physically reliable. The outer radius of the dust shell is always taken to be 10 000 R c . The adjustable input parameters are t 10 and the radial dust density distribution. First-order anisotropic scattering is considered for all the models except for the models with high optical depths (t 10 > 10). For these models, scattering is not considered because pure absorption is an adequate description for such thick dust shells.
Dust density distribution
Radiative transfer models for the dust shells around AGB stars have been developed by a number of authors with various assumptions on input parameters and differing degrees of sophistication (e.g. Jones & Merrill 1976; Rowan-Robinson & Harris 1983; Bedijn 1987; Volk & Kwok 1988; Suh & Jones 1997 ). These models all assumed a smoothly distributed, spherically symmetric dust shell with a power-law description of the radial density distribution. The dust density distribution was most often taken to be inversely proportional to the square of the distance, as would be expected for the constant-velocity winds found in OH/IR stars. Werner et al. (1980) Kozasa et al. 1984) or models that add pulsation and shocks (Bowen 1988; Suh, Jones & Bowen 1990 ) predict overall r À2 density laws. These models show that dust grains are accelerated relatively fast and approach and maintain terminal velocity within 3±5 R c . Dust formation and growth time-scales are very short (about a week) compared with other time-scales typical in OH/IR star winds (e.g. Suh et al. 1990 ). This burst-like grain formation implies a constant out¯ow velocity for most of the dust shell. The modest departures from constant velocity near R c found by Suh et al. (1990) have only minor effects on the emergent spectrum.
Evolving on AGB, the mass-loss rate of the star increases either continuously or abruptly. So the overall b (r~r Àb ) will be larger than 2. The dust condensation radius (R c ) is about 3´10 14 cm for typical OH/IR stars. At a typical expansion velocity of 10±20 km s À1 , it takes about 6 yr to travel 1 R c . Fig. 4 shows the density distribution when the mass-loss rate increases continuously. The simple calculations assumed a constant expansion velocity, but the density at a given point increases 10 times in 6´10 4 yr (corresponding to 10 4 R c ) continuously for the accelerated mass-loss model. We ®x the expansion velocity because there is no direct correlation between the mass-loss rate and the expansion velocity (Herman & Habing 1985) . The density distribution for the accelerated model is not a simple power law, but the deviation from the b 2 law (the constant mass-loss model) is almost negligible up to 1000 R c . Note that the SED contributions from the dust grains in the region 1000±10 000 R c is insigni®cant. Therefore, using b 3 or 2.5 for the accelerated mass-loss model is not physically plausible.
Many investigators believe that the mass-loss rate changes abruptly in AGB phase (the superwinds). The superwind models for the dust envelopes around AGB stars may successfully explain those observations that require density distributions that are not simple power laws (Suh & Jones 1997; Suh 1997; and references therein) . According to their work, most AGB stars are believed to have dust shells with overall r À2 density laws. For this paper, we assume that the dust density distribution is continuous (r~r À2 ). By ®xing the dust density distribution for a wide sample of objects, we may have a better chance of ®nding appropriate dust opacity.
Dust temperature and opacity
We have used two sets of optical constants for the warm and cool silicate dust grains. They are obtained by adapting both the laboratory-measured optical data and model ®tting with observations as described in the previous section. Fig. 5 shows the radial distributions of the dust number density and the dust temperature for the dust shell radiative transfer models, which have been used for this paper, with optical depths (t 10 ) of 0.01 and 50. The fraction of the dust grains at cooler temperatures for the optically thick dust shell is considerably larger than that for the optically thin dust shell. For the optically thin AGB stars, the major fraction of the dust grains that contribute to the SED are at warmer temperatures. On the other hand, the major fraction of dust grains that contribute to the SED are at cooler temperatures for the optically thick AGB stars.
We use warm dust opacity for the stars with the 10-mm emission features. For the optically thick OH/IR stars, the major fraction of the dust grains that contribute to the SED are at cooler temperatures. So we use cool dust opacity for the stars with the 10-mm absorption features. The 10-mm emission feature changes to the absorption feature when the shell optical depth (t 10 ) is larger than about 3. The stars with the 10-mm absorption features have more cool dust that contributes to the emergent spectra than the stars with the 10-mm emission features.
Using the information in Fig. 5 , we may calculate the mass-loss rate and the dust shell mass. The dust condensation radius (R c ) is about 3´10 14 cm and the expansion velocity is about 15 km s À1 for typical OH/IR stars. We assume that the bulk density of silicate dust grains is 3 g cm À3 and that the dust-to-gas ratio is 0.01. Then the total mass-loss rate is about 3´10 À8 M ( yr À1 for the extremely thin dust shell model (t 10 0:01) and the rate is about 9´10 À5 M ( yr À1 for the thick dust shell model (t 10 50). The calculated rates are reasonably in the range of the observed values (e.g. Loup et al. 1993) . We can easily calculate the total dust envelope mass, which depends on the lifetime of the dust shell. (Gezari, Pitts & Schmitz 1998 ) and the references therein. Because the OH/ IR stars are long-period variables (Miras), the observational data for different dates will show these variations. In a few cases, we simply scale observed SEDs taken on different dates to produce similar results at one or more common wavelengths. This allows us to create a more complete SED than would otherwise be possible with a single data set from a single date. For modelling, we choose eight OH/IR stars covering a wide range in optical thickness for the dust shell as representatives of our results. Table 3 Figs 6±9 . For all the objects, the IRAS four-colour photometric data (Joint IRAS Science Working Group 1986b) are shown. Note that the 100-mm¯uxes for the last three stars are upper limits. For the objects that have the IRAS LRS data (Joint IRAS Science Working Group 1986a), the LRS data are also displayed. For each star, we compare the model results with warm and cool dust opacity functions.
For the OH/IR stars with thin dust shells (TX Cam, IK Tau and OH 148.314.5), the warm dust opacity ®ts the observations better. The cool dust opacity produces a too high 18-mm emission feature. For NV Aur, which has a moderate dust shell depth (t 10 3), the choice of opacity does not make much difference. However, the cool dust opacity ®ts the observations better for the OH/IR stars with thick dust shells: OH 127.80.0, OH 21.50.5, OH 26.50.6 and OH 354.88À0.54. They show the deep 10-mm absorption features. Even with very high optical depth, the warm dust opacity does not produce the deep 18-mm absorption feature that is common in observations. We ®nd that the cool dust opacity is required to ®t the OH/IR stars with thick dust shells.
In Fig. 10 , we compare the model results with various opacity functions (see Fig. 1 ). The results of the model calculations (lines) superimposed on the observational data (symbols) for OH 26.50.6 are displayed. We ®nd that the opacity function deduced for this paper ®ts the observations best if our assumptions of r~r À2 and T c 1000 K are right. Because all the opacity functions show similar extinctions at 10 mm (Table 1 ), changing t 10 for different opacity functions does not make much difference. The opacity function deduced by Ossenkopf et al. (1992) for cool dust ®ts the observations fairly well at l < 13 mm, but it does not produce the deep 18-mm absorption feature.
Note that we have used the same assumptions of r~r À2 and T c 1000 K for all the SED models presented in this paper, including the models with other opacity functions. However, the original authors of the other opacity functions may not have used the assumptions of r~r À2 and T c 1000 K in deriving their optical constants. Ossenkopf et al. (1992) used opacity functions with the assumption of T c 1500 K, and David & Pe Âgourie Â (1995) used the relationship R c =R Ã~T 3 Ã for the dust shell inner radius (R c ) rather than ®xing the dust condensation temperature. Up to now, the three kinds of optical constants for astronomical silicate derived by Draine & Lee (1984) , Ossenkopf et al. (1992) and David & Pe Âgourie Â (1995) have been most widely used for modelling AGB stars. To ®nd more appropriate opacity, we need to make direct and detailed comparisons between the SED models and the observations using the same assumptions, whether it is the assumptions of r~r À2 and T c 1000 K or not.
T W O -C O L O U R D I AG R A M S
Only a relatively small number of OH/IR stars have complete or nearly complete SEDs. A large number of stars have far-infrared uxes from the IRAS PSC and many sources have photometry from the near-infrared to the 10-mm band. Although less useful than a full SED, the large number of observations with less extensive wavelength coverage can be used to form two-colour diagrams that can be compared with our model predictions. and used the K À L colour and the depth of the 10-mm feature (A 10 ) to form a two-colour diagram. This diagram proved to be an excellent diagnostic of the optical depth of the dust shells around dusty oxygen-rich stars. The de®nition of A 10 is given in Lawrence et al. (1990) , who found that dust shell models with continuous density distributions were a good match to the observed trend in K À L versus A 10 . Fig. 11 is a plot of the K À L colour against A 10 for the stars studied by Lawrence et al. (1990) with the addition of several wellstudied radio-luminous OH/IR stars. The small triangles are the observational data for the 54 OH/IR stars and the lines with large symbols are the model calculations for a range in dust shell optical depth. The numerous lines in Fig. 11 are the loci of the model results with different opacity functions. The model results with the various opacity functions (see Fig. 1 ) for t 10 0:01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 3, 7, 15, 30 and 40 are shown. For the models with the opacity functions derived in this paper, we have used the warm dust opacity for all the models with t 10 # 3 and the cool dust opacity for all the models with t 10 > 3.
In Fig. 11 , a star with no dust shell lies at the colours of a red giant (K À L 0:2, A 10 0:0). As the optical depth of the dust shell is increased, the K À L colour reddens and the silicate feature goes into emission (negative values of A 10 ). Further increase in the optical depth of the dust shell continues to redden the K À L colour but the silicate feature begins to self-absorb, eventually going into net absorption (positive values of A 10 ).
IRAS four-colour photometric data (Joint IRAS Science Working Group 1986b) are available for 1597 objects identi®ed as OH/IR stars (Lewis, Eder & Terzian 1990; Le Squeren et al. 1992; David, Le Squeren & Sivagnanam 1993; Blommaert, van der Veen & Habing 1993; Chengalur et al. 1993; Loup et al. 1993; Xiong, Chen & Gao 1994; Lepine, Ortiz & Epchtein 1995; Lewis 1997; Kwok, Volk & Bidelman 1997; van Loon et al. 1998) . Fig. 12 0.5, 3, 7, 15, 30 and 40 are shown. In this diagram, the stars in the upper-right region have thick dust shells with large optical depths. The model results using the opacity functions derived for this paper can explain the observations better than previous works especially for the OH/IR stars with thick dust envelopes.
Again, note that all the SED models presented in this paper including the models with other opacity functions have used the same assumptions of r~r À2 and T c 1000 K. Even though these two-colour diagrams do not re¯ect the detailed 10-and 18-mm features, the cool dust opacity function ®ts the observations of the dusty OH/IR stars (t 10 > 3) better.
C O N C L U S I O N A N D D I S C U S S I O N
We have investigated the optical properties of the silicate dust grains in the envelopes around oxygen-rich AGB stars, paying close attention to the infrared observations of the stars and the laboratorymeasured optical data of the candidate dust grain materials. We have compared the radiative transfer model results with the observed SEDs of the stars including the IRAS PSC and IRAS LRS data. We ®nd that the opacity function at l > 13 mm for the OH/ IR stars with thick dust shells is different from the opacity for the stars with thin dust shells.
We have deduced two opacity functions that ®t AGB stars best: the warm dust opacity function for the AGB stars with the 10-mm emission features, and the cool dust opacity function for the more dusty AGB stars with the 10-mm absorption features. If optical properties of dust grains change depending on the dust temperature, possibly as a result of some changes of the solid or chemical structure, the overall dust opacity should be different depending on the total optical depth of the dust shell. The portion of cool dust grains should increase when the optical depth of dust shells becomes larger as the star evolves. Therefore, the opacity for the stars with the 10-mm emission features is different from the opacity for the stars with the 10-mm absorption features.
From the opacity functions, we have derived two sets of optical constants for the warm and cool silicate dust grains. The optical constants satisfy the Kramers±Kronig relation and produce opacity functions that ®t the observations of AGB stars better than previous works. If our assumptions of r~r À2 and T c 1000 K are right, the optical constants derived in this paper would be useful for modelling AGB stars.
If the dust envelope is not spherically symmetric (disc or binary structures) or the density distribution is discontinuous, the deduced opacity with a continuous spherical shell model will be different. But these variations are not directly related with the total optical depth. Therefore, they are not likely to be the main source of the signi®cant difference between the opacity for the stars with the 10-mm emission features and the opacity for the stars with the 10-mm absorption features.
If the opacity is dependent on the temperature, a different opacity function should be used depending on the temperature (or the distance from the central star) of the dust grains in the shell. If we are able to use a radiative transfer model, which can deal with temperature-dependent dust opacity function rather than ®xed opacity, the results could lead to clearer conclusions. Besides the results by Day (1976a,b) for silicate dust grains, Blanco et al. (1988) noticed the similar temperature effect of opacity for hydrogenated amorphous carbon and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules. We expect more laboratory experiments to clarify the temperature effect of dust grain extinction properties. When we compile more infrared observational data for AGB stars from e.g. ISO observations, we may have better ground to view the silicate dust grains that are forming in AGB stars.
We expect that our current results on the optical properties of silicate dust grains will be useful for many types of investigation until better results come out in the near future.
